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Abstract

Flexibility and adaptability requirements of future electric power grids for integrating DERs call for the development
of Wide-Area Monitoring, Protection And Control (WAMPAC) applications, utilizing synchrophasor measurements
provided by the Phasor Measurement Units (PMUs).

IEEE C37.118 is the most utilized protocol for real-time exchange of synchronized phasor measurement data. In order
to fulfil some gaps not addressed in IEEE C37.118, and also to harmonize with the IEC 61850 power utility automation
standard, the IEC 61850-90-5 technical report has been developed. IEC TR 61850-90-5 introduces a mechanism for
transfer of digital states and time synchronized phasor measurement data over wide-area networks between Phasor
Measurement Units (PMUs), Phasor Data Concentrators (PDCs) and WAMPAC applications in the context of IEC
61850.

This work interprets the IEEE C37.118.2 and IEC 61850-90-5 Routed-Sampled Value and Routed-GOOSE protocols
and describes the design and implementation of a library named Khorjin with the functionality of (1) an IEEE C37.118.2
to IEC 61850-90-5 gateway and protocol converter and, (2) an IEC 61850-90-5 subscriber and traffic parser.

The main contribution of this work is the development of Khorjin library using only standard C libraries (i.e.
independent from any operating system). This is allowing the use of the library in different platforms.

The design requirements and functionality of the Khorjin library has been tested in the KTH SmarTS Lab Real-Time
Hardware-in-the-Loop (HIL) simulation environment to assess its conformance to the functional requirements of IEEE
C37.118.2 and IEC 61850-90-5 standards.
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1. Introduction

Future electric power systems shall be capable of in-
tegrating Distributed Energy Resources (DERs). Renew-
able sources of photovoltaics, wind and fuel cells and other
DERs such as electric vehicles and energy storage, and5

above all market-driven behaviour of the demands will
make the grid towards being more dynamic, increasing its
operational complexity [1].

Smart grid, as a solution to handle this complexity,
requires Wide-Area Monitoring, Protection and Control10

(WAMPAC) applications, to anticipate and respond to
system disturbances in a self-healing manner [2]. A typical
WAMPAC architecture utilizes the synchronized phasor or
so-called synchrophasor measurements provided by Phasor
Measurement Units (PMUs) throughout the network [3].15

Synchrophasor measurement technology measures and
transfers the voltage and current phasors (amplitude and

∗Corresponding author
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angle), frequency and Rate-Of-Change-Of-Frequency (RO-
COF) and other user-defined analog and digital state data.
These measurements are synchronized to a common time20

reference, e.g. Global Positioning System (GPS) [4].
While measurements enable the utilities to know the

state of the power system at any time, post-event analy-
sis of recent blackouts in power systems has revealed the
importance of synchrophasor measurements and PMUs.25

Hence, the synchrophasors are described as ”the MRI1 of
the bulk power system” [5].

1.1. Background and Literature Review

The concept of a phasor synchronized with the power
system was introduced in the 1980s [6], and standardized30

for the first time in 1995 within the IEEE 1344 standard.
In 2005, this standard was replaced by IEEE C37.118

1Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) is a medical imaging tech-
nique used in radiology.
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Figure 1: Likely scenario of future WAMPAC systems’ architecture

standard titled as ”IEEE Standard for Synchrophasors for
Power Systems”.

In 2009, IEEE proposed dual logo standard and re-35

quested IEC to accept IEEE C37.118 as a part of IEC
standard. However, IEC rejected the request since the al-
ready available IEC 61850-9-2 standard could provide sim-
ilar streaming functionalities. As a consequence, a joint
task force was formed between IEEE and IEC to deter-40

mine how to include IEEE C37.118 in the context of IEC
61850 substation automation standard.

As a result, in 2011, the IEEE standard C37.118-2005
was separated into two parts. C37.118.1: that standard-
ized how to measure synchrophasors and C37.118.2: that45

specified the data transfer requirements. The formation
of this task force was the formal start of the development
of IEC 61850-90-5 Technical Report (TR) that was finally
published in 2012.

IEC TR 61850-90-5 prepared by IEC technical com-50

mittee 57 (power systems management and associated in-
formation exchange), provides a way of exchanging syn-
chrophasor data between PMUs, Phasor Data Concentra-
tors (PDCs), WAMPAC and control center applications
[7] in the context of IEC 61850.55

The concept of synchrophasor data transfer in the con-
text of IEC 61850 has been addressed in [6], [8] and [9],
and a few number of publications are available describ-
ing the implementation work. In [10], Lee et al. devel-
oped a IEC 61850-based PMU interface (gateway) using60

Manufacturing Message Specification (MMS) and Generic
Object Oriented Substation Event (GOOSE) services. In
[11], Yong et al. implemented synchrophasor data map-
ping to IEC 61850-9-2 Sampled Value service. However
these works addressed the native IEC 61850-8-1 GOOSE65

and IEC 61850-9-2 Sampled Value running over Ethernet
inside a substation, without any Transport and Internet
protocol as presented in IEC 61850-90-5 and implemented
in this work.

In [12], a project is introduced to develop an open-70

source implementation framework for synchrophasor mea-
surement communications based on the IEC TR 61850-

Figure 2: IEC 61850-90-5 Gateway Application

90-5, but no release has been found. In [13], Madani et
al. addressed a hybrid protocol synchrophasor system im-
plementation using the IEC 61850-90-5 Routed-Sampled75

Value service for data transfer and IEEE C37.118.2 for
acquiring the PMU configuration, however no detailed in-
formation was provided for the necessary IEEE C37.118
to IEC 61850 mapping mechanism.

80

1.2. Motivation

The current available synchrophasor measurement tech-
nology installed at electric power grids throughout the
world is the result of more than two decades of deploy-
ment. These infrastructures have been implemented and85

developed using the IEEE C37.118 standard at different
hierarchy levels from PMUs and PDCs, to Super PDC
(SPDC) and application systems in control centers. With
the introduction of IEC 61850-90-5 in 2012, there has been
efforts for migration from IEEE C37.118 to IEC 61850-90-90

5. While new systems could easily adopt the new standard,
it is a challenge to upgrade the already installed system
components to support the new IEC protocol. This is-
sue is an obstacle for migration to the new standard, and
more important, interoperability. As it is shown in Fig. 1,95

one likely future scenario is that WAMPAC systems will
be comprised by two islanded and segregated systems, one
that uses the old IEEE protocol and the other one that
is adapted to the new IEC standard. In order to address
this challenge, one solution is to develop an IEEE C37.118100

to IEC 61850-90-5 gateway, enabling the integration of
C37.118 compliant Intelligent Electronic Devices (IEDs)
and application system in the context of the IEC 61850
standard.

105

1.3. Objective

As it is illustrated in Fig. 2, the objective of this work
was to develop a software tool capable of acting as an
IEC 61850-90-5 gateway for real-time integration of IEEE
C37.118.2 compliant synchrophasor data, and able of run-110

ning on different components and platforms within the hi-
erarchy of the system.
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Figure 3: Khorjin library interface overview

1.4. Paper Contributions

The main contribution of this work is the develop-115

ment of a software library capable of functioning as 1)
an IEEE C37.118.2 to IEC 61850-90-5 gateway and 2) an
IEC 61850-90-5 subscriber and traffic parser. The source
code was implemented using standard C libraries (i.e. in-
dependent from any operating system). This allows the120

use of the library in different platforms, particularly on
embedded systems with minimum hardware requirements,
thereby minimizing latencies in real-time applications by
enabling fast cyclic transfer of synchrophasor streams over
wide-area networks. For the sake of easy referencing, this125

library is named as ”Khorjin2”.
As it is illustrated in Fig. 3, the Khorjin library is de-

signed, implemented and validated to (1) receive and parse
synchrophasor data originating from a PMU or PDC us-
ing the IEEE C37.118.2 protocol, (2) map it to the IEC130

61850 data model and, (3) transmit the synchrophasor
data through either Routed-Sampled Value or Routed-
GOOSE services defined in the IEC 61850-90-5 report.

In addition to the IEEE C37.118.2 to IEC 61850-90-
5 gateway functionality, the Khorjin library is capable of135

acting as both receiver and parser of IEC 61850-90-5 mes-
sages (i.e. Routed-Sampled Value and Routed-GOOSE),
extracting raw synchrophasor data and feeding it to sub-
scribed applications. The functionality of the Khorjin li-
brary has been validated in the KTH SmarTS-Lab Real-140

Time Hardware-in-the-Loop (RT-HIL) simulation environ-
ment to assess its conformance to the functional require-
ments of the IEEE C37.118.2 and IEC 61850-90-5 stan-
dards.

This paper focuses on interpreting the synchrophasor145

data exchange mechanism in both IEEE C37.118.2 and
IEC 61850-90-5 standards and its mapping from IEEE
C37.118.2 to IEC 61850-90-5 as implemented in Gateway
functionality of the Khojin library.
1.5. Paper Organization150

In section 2, the mechanism for synchrophasor data
exchange using the IEEE C37.118.2 protocol is explained.
In section 3, the PMU data modeling and communica-
tion based on IEC 61850-90-5 Routed-Sampled Value and
Routed-GOOSE services are introduced in detail. The155

2In the Persian language, Khorjin, is a special bag placed on the
two sides of a horse, which was used for transferring of parcels.
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Figure 4: IEEE C37.118.2 Command, Data and CFG-2 Message
Specifications

functional description of Khorjin library architecture is
provided in section 4. After describing the validation and
performance test results in section 5, this article is ended in
section 6 by presenting the conclusions and future works.

2. Understanding IEEE C37.118.2 Synchrophasor160

Data Transfer Mechanism

In the context of IEEE C37.118.2, synchrophasor data
transfer is handled by exchanging four message types of:
1) Data, 2) Configuration, 3) Header and 4) Command
Message.165

These messages are exchanged between a PMU/PDC
(server) and applications receiving the synchrophasor data
(client). The first three message types are transmitted
from the data source (PMUs/PDCs), and the last one
(Command) is received by the PMU/PDC.170

As shown in the left side of Fig. 4, a C37.118.2 mes-
sage contains (i) Common, (highlighted in blue) and (ii)
Message-specific words, (differentiated in green).

In the common part: 1) SYNC provides synchroniza-
tion and frame identification, 2) FRAMSIZE indicates the175

total number of bytes in the frame (including CHK), 3) ID-
CODE identifies the source of a Data, Header, or Configu-
ration message, or the destination of a Command message,
4) SOC (Second-Of-Century) is a count of seconds from
UTC midnight (00:00:00) of January 1, 1970, to the cur-180

rent second, 5) FRACSEC (FRACtion-of-SECond) con-
tains a time quality byte and the number of fraction of
seconds and 6) CHK is used to verify that the transmitted
data has not been corrupted.

In C37.118.2, the measurement timestamp is defined as185

the sum of the number of seconds determined by SOC and
fraction of a second specified by FRACSEC / TIME BASE.
In this definition, each second is divided into an integer
number of subdivisions determined by the TIME BASE
parameter that is provided in the Configuration message.190
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The FRACSEC count is the integer representing the num-
ber of subdivisions out of the maximum subdivisions de-
fined by TIME BASE.

In the right hand side of Fig.4, the message-specific
words associated with Command, Data and Configuration195

(Type 2) messages are shown. In normal operation, the
PMU or PDC continuously streams the Data messages
containing the synchrophasor measurements made by the
PMU.

The Data-message specific words transmitting one PMU200

data includes: 1) STAT flag that gives the status of the
data contained in that block, 2) PHASORS that hold the
voltage and current phasor data in either 16-bit Integer or
32-bit IEEE floating-point format, and in each case, the
complex value of phasors represented in Rectangular or205

Polar format; 3) FREQ, 4) DFREQ, 5) ANALOG that
give the value of system frequency, Rate-Of-Change-OF-
Frequency (ROCOF) and user defined analog values re-
spectively in either 16-bit Integer or 32-bit IEEE floating-
point format; and 6) DIGITAL that transmits user-defined210

binary data such as bit mapped status or flag. When trans-
mitting streams from multiple PMUs in one Data message
(i.e. Data stream from PDC), these words are repeated
for each PMU.

In order to enable the receiver to interpret the Data215

messages and extract the measurement values, three types
of Configuration messages are defined in the standard: i)
Configuration type 1 (CFG-1), ii) Configuration type 2
(CFG-2) and iii) Configuration type 3 (CFG-3).

CFG-1 provides information about the PMU/PDC ca-220

pability. It defines the set of data that the PMU/PDC is
capable of reporting [14]. CFG-2 gives information about
the synchrophasor data being transmitted in the data frame.
The CFG-3 frame is similar to other configuration frames,
but with some additional and modified data words in com-225

parison to CFG-1 and CFG-2. In C37.118.2, CFG-3 is
introduced as optional.

In this work, the configuration of a PMU or PDC is
acquired by receiving and parsing the CFG-2 message,
hence this message is addressed. As shown in Fig. 4,230

Configuration-message specific words of CFG-2 messages
hold the following fields:

1) TIME BASE: that gives the resolution of FRAC-
SEC time stamp, 2) NUM PMU: that defines the num-
ber of PMUs in the Data message, 3) STN: 16-byte char235

type for station name, 4)IDCODE: that defines the data
source ID number identifying source of each data block, 5)
FORMAT: that defines the data format within the Data
message (i.e. Rectangular or Polar, 16-bit Integer or 32-
bit IEEE floating-point), 6) PHNMR: number of phasors,240

7) ANNMR: number of analog values, 8) DGNMR: num-
ber of digital status words, 9) CHNAM: that presents
the 16-byte char type phasor and channel name for each
phasor, analog, and each digital channel (16 channels in
each digital word), 10) PHUNIT: conversion factor for245

phasor channels, 11) ANUNIT: conversion factor for ana-
log channels, 12) DGUNIT: mask words for digital status

words, 13) FNOM: that identifies nominal frequency and
14) CFGCNT: as the configuration change count.

When data from multiple PMUs are within a single250

stream, the sequence of words from 3) STN to 14) CFGCNT
are repeated in the same order for the other PMUs. The
last word is then DATA RATE indicating the rate of data
transmissions.

As it is also shown in Fig. 4, the Command-message255

specific word contains only a 2-byte word. The follow-
ing hexadecimal values define the commands being sent
to the PMU/PDC: 1) 0x0001: Turn-off data transmis-
sion, 2) 0x0002: Turn-on data transmission, 3) 0x0003:
Send Header message, 4) 0x0004: Send CFG-1 message,260

5) 0x0005: Send CFG-2 message and 6) 0x0006: Send
CFG-3 message.

The Header message provides user defined descriptive
information sent from the PMU or PDC.

265

2.1. Underlying Communication Mechanism

In IEEE C37.118.2, no specific underlying communi-
cation protocol is introduced and just four frame types
and their specifications are defined. However, in Annex E
and F of the standard, two protocols (Serial and Internet270

Protocol(IP)) are suggested. The Serial communication
protocol is out-dated and it is not applicable for wide-area
communications, and in practice TCP/IP or UDP/IP pro-
tocols are used for synchrophasor data transmission.

3. Understanding Synchrophasor Data Modeling275

and Communication in IEC 61850-90-5

Unlike the IEEE C37.118.2 data transfer protocol, IEC
61850 is not only a communication standard. IEC 61850
was introduced as an international standard for substa-
tion automation, supporting interoperability of IEDs from280

different manufacturers. This standard has been extended
beyond the substation to other domains, such as Distributed
Energy Resources (DERs), hydroelectric power plants and
recently (in part 90-5) to wide-area transmission of syn-
chrophasor information according to IEEE C37.118. There-285

fore, in the title of the second edition of the standard
the term ”Substation Automation” has been renamed to
”Power Utility Automation”.

In addition to Communication Services, IEC 61850 in-
troduces a standardized methodology for Data Modeling290

of the IEDs functions in the grid.

3.1. Data Modeling

The IEC 61850 data model starts with a Physical De-
vice, that is an Intelligent Electronic Device (IED). Each
Physical Device may contain one or more Logical Device,295

for instance the PMU function in a protection relay. Each
Logical Device, as an entity representing a set of typi-
cal substation functions, consists of a number of Logical
Nodes. Each Logical Node that is an entity representing

4
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one typical substation function, includes one or more data300

elements. Each data element is of one of the Common
Data Class (CDC) standardized in IEC 61850-7-3. Each
CDC has a standard name describing the type and struc-
ture of the data within Logical node. Each CDC contains
several individual Data Attributes which are categorized305

based on their Functional Constraints (FC).
In this context, PMU is modeled as a logical device

within an IED, calculating and publishing synchrophasor
measurements as defined in IEEE C37.118.

In IEC 61850-7-4, the measurement Logical Node (MMXU)310

is defined for currents, voltages, powers and impedances in
a three-phase system. In section 13.3 of [7], it is mentioned
that the phasor data and the frequency contained in the
C37.118 telegram, can be mapped directly to MMXU data
objects of IEC 61850.315

By introduction of IEC 61850-90-5, the new data ob-
ject of HzRte was added to the MMXU logical node to
accommodate the ROCOF data. Then the PHASORS,
FREQ and ROCOF data in the context of IEEE C37.118
are modeled as the data objects of the MMXU logical node,320

as depicted in Fig. 5.
The unspecified analog and digital data in a C37.118

telegram should be mapped to any IEC 61850 data ob-
ject fitting to the appropriate data type and carrying the
needed semantics.325

In addition to phasor data, the information about the
status of the PMU is transmitted using the ”PhyHealth”
data object in an instance of the LPHD Logical Node.

In this work, using the data model presented in Fig. 5,
a data set is defined to transfer the entirety of the PMU330

data received in the IEEE C37.118.2 datagram, using ei-
ther Routed-Sampled Value or Routed-GOOSE communi-
cation services.

Figure 6: OSI Reference model and R-SV/R-GOOSE Application
profiles

3.2. Communication Services

Among five communication mechanisms defined in IEC335

61850, Sampled Value (SV), Generic Substation State Event
(GSSE) and GOOSE services are utilized for transfer of
data in time-critical functions.

The SV service introduced in IEC 61850-9-2 is uti-
lized for fast and cyclic transmission of raw data generated340

by measurement equipment inside the substation and the
GOOSE service defined in IEC 61850-8-1 is used for event-
based transfer of data. However, both GOOSE and SV
services, mapped directly to the Data-Link layer, are not
suitable for data transfer outside local networks in substa-345

tion.
In IEC 61850-90-5, two options are proposed for trans-

ferring synchrophasor data in Wide-Area Networks:

• Tunneling the SV and GOOSE services across some
high speed communication networks like SDH or SONET.350

• Internet Protocols (IP) networks; in which, SV and
GOOSE services are communicated via IP networks.

For the second option, IEC 61850 has been enhanced
by mapping SV and GOOSE messages onto an IP based
protocol. Based on the cyclic nature of these services,355

UDP with multicast addressing is the transport protocol
chosen in the standard.

The new mapping of the SV and GOOSE services uses
routable UDP, and are called Routed-Sample Value (R-
SV) and Routed-GOOSE (R-GOOSE). The scope of this360

work is the design of a library and its software implemen-
tation to utilize R-SV and R-GOOSE services.

3.3. IEC 61850-90-5 Session Protocol Specification

In IEC 61850-90-5, the application layer specifications
of IEC 61850-8-1 GOOSE and IEC 61850-9-2 SV services365

remained unchanged, however a new protocol is introduced
in session layer for sending the GOOSE and SV over OSI
connectionless transport.

The seven layers of the Open System Interconnect (OSI)
model, illustrated in Fig. 6, are divided into two profiles370

of Application (A-profile) and Transport (T-Profile). The

5
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R-GOOSE and R-SV services are in fact an implemen-
tation of the A-profile based on the requirements of IEC
61850-90-5.

Each data packet generated at the session layer, called375

Session Protocol Data Unit (SPDU), starts with a single-
byte Session Identifier (SI), followed by a single-byte Length.
As depicted in Fig. 7, this Length covers the length of all
of the Parameter Fields of the session header, but not the
User Data of the session protocol. The Parameters field380

includes one or more units of Parameters. Each Parameter
unit starts with a Parameter Identifier (PI) and its Length
Identifier (LI) followed by the Parameter Value (PV).

The A-profile and T-profile encoding specification of
IEC 61850-90-5 Routed-SV and Routed-GOOSE services,385

are presented in detail in Fig. 8.
Based on the RFC-1240 protocol (OSI Connectionless

Transport Services on top of UDP), the A-profile starts
with the Length Identifier (LI) =0x01 and the Transport
Identifier (TI)= 0x40 on top of the session layer.390

Compliant with the session protocol described in Fig. 7,
there are four hexadecimal values of the Session Identifier
(SI) defined in IEC 61850-90-5; 0xA0: Tunneled GOOSE
and Sampled Value Packets, 0xA1: Non-tunneled GOOSE
Application Protocol Data Units (APDUs), 0xA2: Non-395

tunneled SV APDUs and 0xA3: Non-tunneled manage-
ment APDUs.

As shown in the right side of Fig. 8, the SI and associ-
ated LI fields are followed by the Common Session header
as the PI with the hexadecimal value of 0x80. The length400

values, provided by LIs and associated respectively with
SI and Common header, are indicated using arrows at the
left side of Session header frames in the A-profile of Fig. 8.
The Parameter Value (PV) of the session header is a se-
quence of the following values:405

1) SPDU Length: fixed size 4-byte word with maximum
value of 65,517. As the indicating arrow at the right side
of A-profile column in Fig. 8 shows, the value indicated by
SPDU Length starts from and contains the SPDU Num-
ber field until the end of Signature words, 2) SPDU Num-410

ber : fixed size 4-byte unsigned integer word used by the
subscriber to detect duplicate or out-of-order packet deliv-
ery, 3) Version Number : fixed size 2-byte unsigned integer
attribute containing the session protocol version number
that is assigned to 1 in this standard and 4) Security In-415

formation.
For the application layer data, encapsulated in the ses-
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Figure 8: IEC 61850-90-5 R-SV/R-GOOSE message specification

sion protocol, security management is provided by the
specific Key Distribution Center (KDC) protocol of IEC
61850-90-5. The security information includes: 4.1) Time420

of Current Key : fixed size 4-byte unsigned integer value
of the number of seconds since epoch, 4.2) Time to Next
Key : fixed size 2-byte signed integer value representing
the number of minutes prior to a new key being used, 4.3)
Security Algorithms: fixed size 2-byte attribute indicating425

the type of encryption and Hashed Message Authentica-
tion Code (HMAC) algorithm information regarding the
signature generation, 4.4) Key ID : fixed size 4-byte at-
tribute assigned by the Key Distribution Center (KDC).

The Session Header is followed by Session User Infor-430

mation, consisting of: 1) Payload Length, 2) Payload and
3) Signature fields.

Payload Length is a fixed size 4-byte unsigned integer
with maximum value of 65,399 and as its indicating arrow
in Fig. 8 shows, this field covers the length of all session435

user information except the signature words. In R-SV and
R-GOOSE messages, the Payload starts with payload at-
tributes of: 1) Payload Type, 2) Simulation, 3) APPID
and 4) APDU Length words, and ends by Sampled Value
Protocol Data Unit (SV PDU) or GOOSE Protocol Data440
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Unit (GOOSE PDU).
Payload Type specifies the mapping protocol of the

payload. Four Payload types are defined in IEC 61850-
90-5; 0x81: Non-tunneled GOOSE APDUs, 0x82: Non-
tunneled SV APDUs, 0x83: Tunneled GOOSE and SV445

packets and 0x84: Non-tunneled management APDUs.
Simulation is a one byte boolean word. Its ”true” value

indicates that the payload is sent for test.
APPID (Application Identification) is a 2-byte word

as defined in IEC 61850-8-1 to distinguish the application450

association.
APDU Length is a fixed size 2-byte unsigned integer

indicating the length of the SV or GOOSE PDU plus the
APDU Length field itself.

The payload continues with GOOSE PDU or SV PDU.455

The GOOSE PDU, defined in IEC 61850-8-1, and the SV
PDU, defined in IEC 61850-9-2, are explained in detail in
the following subsections.

The Signature production starts with a one-byte tag
with the hexadecimal value equal to 0x85. This tag is460

followed by a one-byte Length, indicating the length of the
calculated signature. The third byte is the most significant
byte of the calculated signature value.

In the standard, for the testing purpose it is allowed to
use MAC-None option. In this work, signature production465

is not considered, hence no signature is generated and the
value of the length is considered as zero.

3.3.1. GOOSE Protocol Data Unit (GOOSE PDU) Speci-
fication

The data contained in GOOSE PDU is encoded us-470

ing OSI’s Abstract Syntax Notation One (ASN.1), Basic
Encoding Rules (BER).

ASN.1 is an international standard for data networks
and open system communications. Based on this stan-
dard, every component of data is presented in the form475

of Tag-Length-Value (T-L-V) structure where i) Tag in-
dicates the type of information represented by the frame,
ii) Length defines the length of Value in the form of num-
ber of bytes and iii) Value contains the actual data to be
specified. The data inside the Value is consistent with the480

type specified by the Tag word. In addition, each Value
word may contain several other data encoded in the form
of other TLVs.

The GOOSE message is not encoded exactly based on
the original ASN.1/BER, but it uses a version of ASN.1/BER485

that is adapted to Manufacturing Message Specification
(MMS) protocol.

The complete detailed structure of the GOOSE PDU,
based on the ASN.1 BER, is illustrated in Fig. 9.

The whole GOOSE PDU is T-L-V encoded, with Tag490

equal to 0x61. The Tag is followed by the Length indi-
cating the whole length of the GOOSE PDU. The Value
part of the GOOSE PDU contains a sequence of data as
listed below:

i) GoCBRef (GOOSE Control Block Reference): This495

visible-string field with maximum size of 65 bytes is the
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Figure 9: IEC 61850-8-1 GOOSE PDU structure

reference to the GOOSE control block that is controlling
the GOOSE message. This field is encoded with Tag equal
to 0x80.

ii) TimeAllowedtoLive: Because GOOSE messages have500

a re-transmission process, each message carries a TimeAl-
lowedToLive parameter that informs the receiver of the
maximum time to wait for the next re-transmission. If a
new message is not received within that time interval, the
receiver assumes that the association is lost. This Integer505

value indicates the number of milli seconds. This field is
encoded with Tag equal to 0x81.

iii) datSet : This visible-string field with maximum size
of 65 bytes, contains the value of the data set reference, as
found in the GOOSE control block specified by GoCBRef.510

This field is encoded with Tag equal to 0x82.
iv) goID : This optional visible-string field with maxi-

mum size of 65 bytes, specifies the GOOSE ID, as found
in the GOOSE control block specified by GoCRef. This
field is encoded with Tag equal to 0x83.515

v) t : This is the 8-byte UTC time stamp of the GOOSE
message. This field is encoded with Tag equal to 0x84.

vi) stNum (State Number): This integer value contains
the counter that increments each time a GOOSE message
is sent and a value change is detected within the data set520

specified by datSet. This field is encoded with Tag equal
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Table 1: Tag value in MMS data value encoding of GOOSE PDU
data set

Item Data Type MMS Tag (hex)
1 Array 0x81
2 Structure 0x82
3 Boolean 0x83
4 Bit-String 0x84
5 Integer 0x85
6 Unsigned 0x86
7 Floating-Point 0x87
8 Octet-String 0x89
9 Visible-String 0x8A
10 Timeofday 0x8C
11 BCD 0x8D
12 BooleanArray 0x8E
13 Utcime 0x91

to 0x85.
vii) sqNum (Sequence Number): For this integer field,

the value of 0 is reserved for the first transmission of a
StNum change. SqNum will increment for each transmis-525

sion, but will rollover to a value of 1. This field is encoded
with Tag equal to 0x86.

viii) test : This Boolean value with ranges of TRUE or
FALSE is encoded with Tag equal to 0x87.

ix) ConfRev (Configuration Revision): This integer530

value counts the number of times that the configuration
of data set referenced by datSet has been changed. This
field is encoded with Tag equal to 0x88.

x) ndsCom (Needs Commissioning): This Boolean value
contains the attribute NdsCom from the GOOSE Control535

Block. This field is encoded with Tag equal to 0x89.
xi) numDatSetEntries: This Integer parameter spec-

ifies the number of members of data set in the GOOSE
message. This field is encoded with Tag equal to 0x8A.

xii) allData: The last field in the sequence, is the data540

set that is going to be transmitted by means of GOOSE
PDU. This field is encoded with Tag equal to 0xAB.

Any data to be sent in the data set of the GOOSE PDU
is encoded based on the MMS adapted ASN.1/BER en-
coding rule as listed in Table 1 [15]. Using the R-GOOSE545

service, the PMU data are transferred as the data set of
the GOOSE PDU.

The GOOSE PDU data set contains the T-L-V (Tag-
Length-Value) encoded elements of the data. Based on the
type, each component of data will be tagged according to550

Table 1. For instance, the floating-point type magnitude
component of the complex value of Phase A Voltage in
MMXU represented as MMXU.PhV.PhsA.cVal.mag.f is
tagged with hexadecimal value of 0x87. The data set
encoding structure of a GOOSE PDU holding a PMU data555

is shown in Fig. 11.A.

3.3.2. SV Protocol Data Unit (SV PDU) Specification

Based on the ASN.1/BER encoding rules, as it is shown
in Fig. 10, the SV PDU is T-L-V encoded with the Tag

t
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Figure 10: IEC 61850-9-2 SV PDU structure

value equals to 0x60. The Tag is followed by the Length560

indicating the length of the SV PDU. The Value part of
the SV PDU contains a sequence of data as listed below:

1) noASDU : Each SV APDU is transmitting one or
multiple consecutive samples of data in SV Application
Service Data Unit (ASDU). This integer value gives the565

number of ASDUs which will be concatenated into one
APDU and is encoded with Tag value of 0x80.

In this work, one ASDU is transmitted in each SV
APDU.

2) Sequence of ASDUs: All sequence of ASDUs associ-570

ated to the SV PDU are encoded with the Tag value equal
to 0xA2.

Each ASDU is encoded with Tag value of 0x30. The
data associated to each ASDU is described below:

i) MsvID : This visible-string field, containing the system-575

wide unique identification of the ASDU, is encoded with
Tag equal to 0x80.

ii) datSet : This optional visible-string field, represents
the data set reference defined in the Sampled Value Con-
trol Block. This field is encoded with Tag equal to 0x81.580
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iii) smpCnt (Sample Count): This fixed size 2-byte un-
signed integer value, contains the value of sample count
which will be incremented each time a new sampling value
is taken. This field is encoded with Tag equal to 0x82.

iv) ConfRev (Configuration Revision): This 32-bit un-585

signed integer value indicates the count of configuration
changes with regard to Sampled Value Control Block. This
field is encoded with Tag equal to 0x83.

v) refrTm (Refresh Time): This optional field is the
8-byte UTC time stamp of the refresh time of SV Buffer.590

This is the measurement time of the synchrophasor data
as defined in IEEE C37.118.1, encoded with Tag equal to
0x84.

vi) smpSynch (Samples Synchronized): This Boolean
value indicates if the samples are synchronized by a clock595

signal and encoded with Tag equal to 0x85.
vii) smpRate (Sample Rate): This fixed size 2-byte un-

signed integer value indicates the value of sampling rate
and is encoded with Tag equal to 0x86.

viii) Sample: This field is the list of data values related600

to the data set that is going to be transmitted using the
SV PDU. The whole field including the data set values is
encoded with Tag equal to 0x87.

Unlike the GOOSE PDU, the data set of the SV PDU
is not T-L-V encoded. For encoding of the SV PDU data605

set values, the rules of IEC 61850-9-2 encoding is applied.
In this case, based on the guidelines presented in [16], the
data set components are encoded consecutively in their
basic forms. The SV PDU data set specification of a PMU
data is illustrated in Fig. 11.B.610

In IEC 61850-90-5, in order to use the SV service for
transmission of synchrophasor data, the following two fields
are added to the IEC 61850-9-2 SV APDU.

ix) SmpMod (Sample Mode): This optional fixed size 2-
byte unsigned integer value from Multicast Sampled Value615

Control Block (MSVCB) indicates if the samples are in
samples per nominal cycle, samples per second or seconds
per sample. This field is encoded with Tag equal to 0x88.

x) t : This optional field is the 8-byte absolute UTC
time stamp of transmission time of the packet. This field620

is encoded with Tag equal to 0x89.

4. Description of IEEE-IEC Gateway Functional-
ity of Khorjin Library

The Khorjin library is developed using a modular archi-
tecture, enabling its easy future development. As depicted625

in Fig. 12, based on functional requirements, the Gateway
part of Khorjin library is designed and implemented in
three main components of:

1. IEEE C37.118.2 Module,

2. IEC 61850 Mapping Module, and630

3. IEC 61850-90-5 R-SV/R-GOOSE Publisher Module.

In order to be platform-independent, a Platform Ab-
straction Layer is implemented in the library. Using this

Figure 11: data set specification in (A) GOOSE PDU and (B) SV
PDU

approach the platform-dependent Modules (Sockets, Threads
and Time) are separated from the the main Modules of the635

library.

4.1. IEEE C37.118.2 Module

In this Module, the IP address, Port number and ID-
CODE of the server PMU/PDC are the required inputs
for real-time exchange of C37.118.2 compliant data over640

a TCP/IP connection between PMU/PDC and the Gate-
way.

Similar to the algorithm presented in [17], as it is shown
in Fig.13, after establishing a TCP/IP connection between

IEEE C37.118.2
Module

Linux OS
Modules

(Socket, Thread, Time) 

Windows OS
Modules

(Socket, Thread, Time) 

Other OS
Modules

(Socket, Thread, Time) 

IEEE C37.118.2
Compliant Server

PMU / PDC

IEC 61850-90-5
Compliant
Subscriber

IEC 61850
Mapping Module

IEC 61850-90-5
Module

Platform Abstraction Layer (Sockets, Threads, Time)

Figure 12: Khorjin gateway library architecture
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a PMU/PDC (Server) and the Gateway (Client), synchropha-645

sor data transfer is performed by executing the following
procedure: 1) The Gateway sends a ”Turn-off data mes-
sage transmission” command, then the PMU/PDC pro-
cesses the received command and stops the transmission
of Data messages, 2) the Gateway sends a ”Send CFG-2650

message” command to the PMU/PDC, 3) in reply to the
received command, the PMU/PDC sends the CFG-2 Con-
figuration message to the Gateway, 4) having the CFG-2
message received and parsed, the Gateway sends a ”Turn-
on data message transmission” Command message to the655

PMU/PDC and 5) the PMU/PDC processes the received
Command message and starts streaming the Data mes-
sages.

4.2. IEC 61850 Mapping Module

In this module, the mapping of IEEE C37.118.2 PMU660

data into the IEC 61850 data model is implemented for
1) Synchrophasor values, 2) Time stamps and 3) Quality
data objects.

4.2.1. Synchrophasor Data Mapping

As mentioned before, IEEE C37.118.2 Data messages665

holding PMU data are interpreted by parsing the Config-
uration message type 2 (CFG-2) at the Gateway.

Using the data of FORMAT (bits 0-1), PHNMR and
PHUNIT fields in the CFG-2 message, the values of voltage
and current phasors in the PHASORS field of the IEEE670

C37.118.2 Data message are mapped to data attributes of
”PhV” and ”A” data objects in the MMXU logical node,
as the equivalent IEC 61850 data model.

For example MMXU1.A.PhsA.cVal.mag.f and
MMXU1.A.PhsA.cVal.ang.f represent the floating-point675

(f) magnitude (mag) and angle (ang) values of the com-
plex value (cVal) of phase A (PhsA) current (A) in an
instance of the MMXU logical node (MMXU1).

Data from FORMAT (bit 3) and FNOM words in CFG-
2 message, enables the frequency and ROCOF values in680

FREQ and DFREQ fields of IEEE C37.118.2 Data mes-
sage to be mapped to MMXU1.Hz.mag.f and
MMXU1.HzRte.mag.f indicating the floating-point (f)
magnitude (mag), data attribute of frequency (Hz) and
rate-of-change-of-frequency (HzRte) data objects in an in-685

stance of MMXU logical node (MMXU1), as shown in Table
2.

Table 2: IEEE C37.118.2 to IEC 61850-90-5 mapping specifications
of synchrophasor data

IEEE C37.118.2
CFG-2
Message

Data
Message

IEC 61850-90-5

FORMAT
(bits 0-
1)
PHNMR
PHUNIT

PHASORS

Data attributes of ”PhV” and
”A” data objects in MMXU
logical node.

MMXU1.PhV.PhsA.cVal.mag.f
MMXU1.PhV.PhsA.cVal.ang.f
MMXU1.PhV.PhsB.cVal.mag.f
MMXU1.PhV.PhsB.cVal.ang.f
MMXU1.PhV.PhsC.cVal.mag.f
MMXU1.PhV.PhsC.cVal.ang.f

MMXU1.A.PhsA.cVal.mag.f
MMXU1.A.PhsA.cVal.ang.f
MMXU1.A.PhsB.cVal.mag.f
MMXU1.A.PhsB.cVal.ang.f
MMXU1.A.PhsC.cVal.mag.f
MMXU1.A.PhsC.cVal.ang.f

FORMAT
(bit 3)
FNOM

FREQ

Data attribute of ”Hz” data
object in an instance of MMXU
logical node

MMXU1.Hz.mag.f

FORMAT
(bit 3)

DFREQ

Data attribute of ”HzRte” data
object in an instance of MMXU
logical node.

MMXU1.HzRte.mag.f

FORMAT
(bit 2)
ANNMR
ANUNIT

ANALOG

Appropriate data objects in
relevant logical node.
For example:
Total active or reactive power
analog values are mapped to
”TotW” and ”TotVAr” data
objects in MMXU logical node:

MMXU1.TotW.mag.f
MMXU1.TotVAr.mag.f

DGNMR
DGUNIT

DIGITAL

Appropriate data objects in
relevant logical node.
For example:
Circuit Breaker status flag bits
are mapped to data objects in
XCBR logical node:

myXCBR1.Pos.stVal
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The ANALOG field of the IEEE C37.118.2 Data mes-
sage is parsed using the data in FORMAT (bit 2), ANNMR
and ANUNIT fields in CFG-2 message and are mapped690

to appropriate data objects in the relevant logical node.
For example when the total active and reactive power
values are in the ANALOG field, they are mapped to
MMXU1.TotW.mag.f and MMXU1.TotVAr.mag.f indi-
cating the floating-point (f) magnitude (mag) data at-695

tribute of (TotW) and (TotVAr) data objects in an in-
stance of the MMXU logical node (MMXU1).

The digital state values in the DIGITAL field of IEEE
C37.118.2 Data message are extracted using the DGNMR
and DGUNIT fields from the CFG-2 message and are mapped700

to appropriate data objects in the relevant logical node.
For example a circuit breaker status flag bit is mapped to
XCBR1.Pos.stVal indicating the status value (stVal)
data attribute of position (Pos) data object in an instance
of XCBR logical node (XCBR1).705

4.2.2. Time Stamp Mapping

In IEEE C37.118.2, the SOC and FRACSEC fields in
the Data message and TIME BASE in CFG-2 message,
define the time stamp of synchrophasor data. The struc-
ture of the IEEE timestamp is depicted in Fig. 14, showing710

that the most significant byte in FRACSEC holds the time
quality byte.

Table 3: IEEE C37.118.2 to IEC 61850 time stamp mapping speci-
fication

IEEE C37.118.2
CFG-2
Message

Data
Message

IEC 61850-90-5

TIME BASE

FRACSEC
(bits
24-27)

”TimeAccuracy” attribute of
”TimeQuality” data attribute
in TimeStamp data object
(bits 3-7 (Time accuracy),
Maximum: 11000.
1/224 = 1/16, 777, 216 ' 60 ns)

SOC
”SecondSinceEpoch” data at-
tribute in TimeStamp
data object

FRACSEC
(bits
0-23)

”FractionOfSecond” data at-
tribute in TimeStamp
data object

FRACSEC
(bits
24-27
=1111)

”TimeQuality” data attribute
in TimeStamp data object
(bit 1 (Clock Failure))

In IEC-61850-7-2, the TimeStamp is defined as a data
object including SecondSinceEpoch, FractionOfSecond and
TimeQuality data attributes. The IEC 61850-8-1 mapping715

specification of this data object is shown in Fig. 15. In this
structure, the first 4 most significant bytes (bytes 1-4) hold
the SecondSinceEpoch, bytes 5-7 specify the FractionOf-
Second and the last byte is TimeQuality.

Similiar to SOC in IEEE, the SecondSinceEpoch in720

IEC indicates the time in seconds continuously counted
from the epoch 1970-01-01 00:00:00 UTC.

However, the representation of fraction of second dif-
fers in the two standards. In IEEE, each second is di-
vided into an integer number of subdivisions specified by725

the TIME BASE field in the Configuration message and
the 24-bit integer FRACSEC count represents the numer-
ator of FRACSEC with TIME BASE as the denominator
(FRACSEC/TIME BASE).

In this implementation, the TIME BASE field in the730

IEEE CFG-2 message is mapped to the ”TimeAccuracy”
data attribute of TimeQuality in the IEC TimeStamp. It
can be seen in Fig. 15 that TimeAccuracy is the 5 least
significant bits of TimeQuality byte with maximum value
of 11000 indicating that the maximum resolution of IEC735

61850 TimeStamp is 1/224 = 1/16, 777, 216 ' 60 ns.
In addition, the IEC 61850 FractionOfSecond is spec-

ified by the three most significant bytes after the Sec-
ondSinceEpoch. The value of the fraction field is derived
by numbering the bits of these bytes, starting with the740

most significant bit of the most significant byte as bit 0
and ending with the least significant bit of the least sig-
nificant byte (3rd Octet) as bit 23. Each bit is assigned
a numerical value of 2−n, where n is the position of the
bit in this numbering sequence. As it is shown in following745

formula, the value of fraction of second is obtained by sum-
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Figure 16: STAT word in IEEE C37.118.2 Data message.

ming the numerical values assigned to each bit for those
bits which are set to one (1).

FractionOfSecond =

23∑
n=0

bn.2
−n (1)

The ClockFailure data attribute of TimeQuality is also750

set true if the least four bits in IEEE TimeQuality become
equal to 1111.

The specification of the time stamp mapping, imple-
mented in this work, is presented in Table 3.

4.2.3. Mapping STAT Word755

In the IEEE C37.118.2 Data message, as it is illustrated
in Fig. 4, each PMU data stream contains a 16-bit STAT
word specifying information about the status of the data
stream. This field is described in detail in Fig. 16.

In the IEC 61850 data model, ”Quality” is an attribute760

that contains information on the quality of the information
from the server. The IEC-61850-8-1 bit-string representa-
tion of the Quality attribute is described in Table 4.

In this implementation, the information provided by
bits 14-15 (Data Error) of the STAT word is mapped to765

bits 0-1 (Validity) and bit 11 (Test) of Quality field. The
detail of this mapping is provided in Table 5.

In addition, in IEC 61850, ”PhyHealth” data object
reflects the state of the health of the LPHD logical node
related to hardware. The ”stVal” data attribute of ”Phy-770

Health” specifies status of the PMU in either of the fol-
lowing conditions: (1) Ok (green) no problem, normal
operation, (2) Warning (yellow) minor problems, but in
safe operation mode and (3) Alarm (red) severe problem,
no operation possible. The specification of the mapping to775

this logical node is presented in Table 5.
In this work, some data fields in the STAT word are

mapped to the appropriate IEC 61850 data objects, how-
ever it is not possible for all data in each STAT word to
be mapped to IEC 61850 data model. This is because780

there is no equivalent in IEC 61850 for every information

Table 4: IEC-61850-8-1 Bit-String representation of Quality at-
tributes

bits Attribute name Attribute value

0-1 Validity
Good(00) / Invalid(01) /
Reserved(10) / Question-
able(11)

2 Overflow TRUE(1) / FALSE(0)
3 OutofRange TRUE(1) / FALSE(0)
4 BadReference TRUE(1) / FALSE(0)
5 Oscillatory TRUE(1) / FALSE(0)
6 Failure TRUE(1) / FALSE(0)
7 OldData TRUE(1) / FALSE(0)
8 Inconsistent TRUE(1) / FALSE(0)
9 Inaccurate TRUE(1) / FALSE(0)
10 Source Process(0) / Substituted (1)
11 Test TRUE(1) / FALSE(0)
12 OperatorBlocked TRUE(1) / FALSE(0)

Table 5: Mapping specification of the STAT word

IEEE C37.118.2
Data Message

IEC 61850-90-5

STAT
(bits 14-15
(Data Error)
=01)

Quality
(bit 11(test) = FALSE, bits 0-
1(Validity)= 11(Questionable))
”PhyHealth” data object in LPHD1
(”stVal” = 3)
LPHD1.PhyHealth.stVal

STAT
(bits 14-15
(Data Error)
=10)

Quality
(bit 11(test) = TRUE, bits 0-
1(Validity)=01(Invalid))

STAT
(bits 14-15
(Data Error)
=11)

Quality
(bit 11(test) = FALSE, bits 0-
1(Validity)=01(Invalid))
”PhyHealth” data object in LPHD1
(”stVal” = 3)
LPHD1.PhyHealth.stVal

provided in the bit flags of the STAT word. In order to ad-
dress this problem, in [18], an implementation agreement
is specified to include the whole STAT word as a 16-bit
Bit-String. Hence in this implementation the STAT word785

is also transferred as a 16 bit-string in the data set.

4.3. IEC 61850-90-5 Publisher Module

The IEC 61850-90-5 Publisher Module is capable of
generating the R-SV / R-GOOSE traffic over unicast or
multicast UDP/IP. For this purpose, the IP address (for790

unicast UDP/IP), Port number (in [7] it is set to 102) and
APPID are required as inputs. The implementation of the
R-GOOSE publisher core of this module was started by
studying the source codes of the ”libiec61850” library for
IEC 61850 MMS/GOOSE communication protocols [19],795

however the implementation has been carried out inde-
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Figure 17: Hardware-in-the-loop setup for validation experiments

pendently and without any dependency to the mentioned
library.

5. Performance Assessment Results

The Khorjin Gateway interacts with real-time data,800

therefore its functionality requires validation in a Real-
Time Hardware-in-the-Loop simulation environment.

The conformance of the Khorjin Gateway with the
IEEE C37.118.2 standard is verified by successfully con-
necting and communicating with the SEL-5073 synchroWAVe805

PDC software (SEL-PDC 5073), compliant with C37.118
[20]. In addition, conformance validation with the require-
ments of the IEC 61850-90-5 Std is carried out by analyz-
ing the frames captured by the Wireshark network proto-
col analyzer software [21].810

5.1. Real-Time Hardware-in-the-Loop (RT-HIL) Test Setup

As shown in Fig. 17, a measurement location has
been specified on a grid model that is simulated using
the OPAL-RT real-time simulator. The measured voltages
and currents are fed to a PMU through the analogue out-815

put ports of the OPAL-RT simulator. As indicated in the
figure, the PMU used in this setup is a Compact Reconfig-
urable IO system (CRIO) from the National Instruments
Corporation [22]. As the figure shows, the signals from
the RT simulator are passed through amplifiers before be-820

ing fed to the PMUs. Synchrophasors are then sent to a
PDC that streams the data over TCP/IP to the worksta-
tion holding IEEE-IEC Gateway. On another workstation,
the Receiver part of the library receives the real-time data
streams in the IEC 61850-90-5 format and parses the R-SV825

or R-GOOSE messages.

sfBmmmmSYNC
sdBmmmmFRAMESIZE
sUBmmmmIDCODE
sXBmmmmSOC
shBmmmmFRACSEC
sVBmmmmSTAST
sqBmmmmPHASORmfmcmsRealB
szBmmmmPHASORmfmcmsImagB

sfLBmmFREQ
sdrBmmDFREQ
sdfBmmCHK

sfB sdB sUB sXB
shB

sfLB sdrB

sVB sqB szB

sdfB

sABmIEEEmCUqoffzmDatamMessage

sBBmIECmVfzhrcLrchmRcGOOSEmMessage
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sVBmmmmMMXUoHzoq
sqBmmmmMMXUoHzot
szBmmmmMMXUoHzRteomagof
sLBmmmmMMXUoHzRteoq
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Figure 18: Wireshark captures analysis in Routed-GOOSE traffic
generation test

5.2. Routed-GOOSE and Routed-SV Traffic Generation Val-
idation Results

Figures 18.A and 19.A show the captured TCP/IP
frame transmitting an IEEE C37.118 Data message respec-830

tively in R-GOOSE and R-SV traffic generation tests. In
these frames, the phasors are transmitted in floating-point
and rectangular format as described in Section 2.

It can be seen that the Data messages captured in
Fig. 18.A and Fig. 19.A are consistent with the C37.118835

Data message introduced in Section 2 and its frame specifi-
cation depicted in Fig. 4. The Data message starts by com-
mon words of: 1) SYNC, 2) FRAMESIZE, 3) IDCODE,
4) SOC, 5) FRACSEC and ends by 21) CHK frame. The
frames specific to Data messages are : 6) STAT, 7) PHA-840

SOR 1(Real), 8) PHASOR 1(Imag), ... , 19) FREQ and
20) DFREQ.

The detailed analysis of R-GOOSE message shown in
Fig. 18.B, confirms its conformity with the specification
defined in IEC 61850-90-5 standard. In this figure, the845
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Figure 19: Wireshark captures analysis in Routed-SV traffic gener-
ation test

bytes in blue background color constitute the complete R-
GOOSE session layer encapsulated in the UDP/IP frame.
The range of bytes assigned as (B) show the session header
frames and the bytes assigned as (C) are the user data of
session layer. The frames marked as group (D) are the850

GOOSE PDU bytes.
The detailed analysis of R-SV message shown in Fig. 19.B,

confirms its conformity with the specification defined in
IEC 61850-90-5 standard. In Fig. 19.B, the bytes in the
blue background color constitute the complete R-SV ses-855

sion layer. The range of bytes assigned as (B) show the
session header frames and the bytes assigned as (C) are the
user data of session layer. The frames marked as group (D)
are the SV PDU bytes.

860

5.3. Performance Results

The time delay imposed by the use of the Khorjin Gate-
way was evaluated within a test performed on a Windows
OS computer through 40 experiments in both R-SV and
R-GOOSE traffic generation cases. The process duration865

of each cycle in the Gateway was calculated using Wire-
shark captures. In each test, after 10 seconds of stable
operation, the process time of 20 mapped messages is cal-
culated. The results of the Quality of Service (QoS) test,

Table 6: QoS Test of Gateway Process Time Performance

Parameter R-SV Test R-GOOSE Test
Average (mSec) 2.833 3.061

Minimum (mSec) 2.570 2.656
Maximum (mSec) 3.191 3.503

Std. Deviation 0.179 0.224

representing the imposed latency for these 20 samples are870

presented in Table 6.
6. Conclusion

In this paper, the IEEE C37.118.2 standard, as the
most utilized protocol for synchrophasor data transfer, and
IEC 61850-90-5, as a new standard for transfer of syn-875

chronized phasor measurements over wide-area networks,
were described. The functional description of the Khorjin
library architecture, implemented in three main compo-
nents of 1) IEEE C37.118.2, 2) IEC 61850 Mapping and
3) IEC 61850-90-5 Publisher Modules, were explained in880

detail.
The comprehensive IEEE C37.118.2 to IEC 61850 map-

ping specification, being implemented in the Khorjin li-
brary based on the IEC 61850-90-5 recommendations, was
explained. It was understood that, in spite of mapping al-885

most all critical information in the context of IEEE C37.118.2
to the IEC 61850-90-5 data model, there is information in
the IEEE C37.118.2 protocol that remains unmodeled in
the IEC 61850-90-5, i.e. there is no specification on how
these data should be mapped to the IEC 61850 data model.890

For instance, the information provided by bit flags of the
16-bit STAT word in the IEEE C37.118 Data message does
not have any equivalent in the IEC 61850 data model.

The work in this paper serves as a proof of concept
of a gateway capable of translating IEEE C37.118.2 to895

IEC 61850-90-5. The availability of such gateway and the
source code of Khorjin will be instrumental with respect
to the existing and future PMU application software.

It is noted that there is a cost of adopting IEC with re-
gard to the size of the payload. The use of R-GOOSE will900

result in a 6-fold increase, while the use of R-SV will result
in a 4-fold increase. A careful analysis of the communica-
tion network and data system, transporting and process-
ing this data will be necessary for existing systems. While
the data system will have larger performance requirements905

(e.g. for parsing at the PDC), the communication network
will require higher bandwidth allocation.

Concerning future work, the implementation of the se-
curity algorithms in the session layer is a necessary step to
fully exploit IEC 61850-90-5 features.910
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